ll you need to copy 5 l/4" disks, you

need an ALF Thrbo ll copy system.

Whether you need to make dozens of copies each day or thousands, the
Turbo llsystern is the pertect answer. /t's easy to use, versatile, fast, reliable,

accurate, and-best of

all-low

cost.

Anyone can operate the Turbo ll.
fuople who've never seen a disk
duplicator-or even a computercan start making copies with just
a minute or two of explanation.
Just laad the disk drives and press
"space" on the computer's
keyboard. When the copies are
finished, the video display shours
"OK'i or if a bad dlsk is found the
display shows "BAD". The OK or
BAD indication is cleared when a
new disk is inserted, so thereb

never any confusion about whether
a disk has been copied or not.
The Turbo // uses half its drives
for copying while the other half are

being loaded and unloaded. The
operator can inspect blank disks for
visible defects before loading, apply
labels after unloading, and pertorm
other packaging tasks-all without
slowing down the copying process
of the system. The Turbo ll system
never sits "idle'i

The Turbo ll handles alnost any fnrmat.
Commodore.

we haven't seen a soft-sectored

5 1/4" 48-track-per-inch format the
Turbo ll can't handle. Two basic
copying modes are used: standard
and non-indexed. Standard mode
handles most formats: HewlettPackard Ser'es 80, IBM PC, Kaypro,
NEC PC-8000, Osborne, IAS-80
Zenith 2-100, and many others.
The non-indexed mode allows
very rapid duplication of certain
unusualformats: Apple, Atari, and

The speed of the TUrbo

The Turbo ll can also use other
disk drives, allowing even more
formats to be copied. ln place of the

standard 48-track-per-inch drives,
96-track-per-inch drives can be used
to copy formats in quad-density. Or,
8" drives can be used for copying
single-density soff-sector 8" formats
(such as standard CP/M disks). And
3 1/2" drives can be used for
duplicating 3 1/2" disks.

Il is amazing.

lmagine copying over 2,500 dlsks rn one day-with one sysfem. With most
other duplicators, you'd need at least two sysfems to keep that pace. The speed
of the Turbo ll varies depending on the complexity of the format:
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The Turbo Il does formatting and copying simultaneously so you can capy
onto blank disks, without preformatting. And the speeds shown above include
a fullverify, with bit-by-bit comparison of the master disk and the copies!

ffi:

The Turbo series has years
of proven performance.
ALF has been designing
and manufacturing disk copiers
since 1980. The Turbo // system rs
our sixth generation of copiers,
combining years of experience with
the latest technology. Based on the
same principles as the extremely
reliable Turbo lsysfem, the Turbo ll
is expected to provide years of
troubleJree operation. ln two years
of service at ALE Turbo lsystems
gave ALF's Disk Copying Service
the edge over many other copying
serylbes. The Turbo / syslems
worked day after day with minimum
m ainte n ance requ i re me nts, producing over a million copies and
hundreds of satisfied customers.
Several improvements have been

included in the Turbo ll design,
making it one of the most reliable
disk copying systerns available at
any price.

Unlike most copiers which use
one or two disk drives, the Turbo ll
system uses up to eight drives. lf a
problem develops in a drive, copying
can continue without it, at a slower
rate. You're not "shut down"
because of a single drive failure. For
critical operations, the low cost of
the Turbo ll's drive units lets you
keep a spare on hand for instant
replacement. Drive units can be

swapped in just seconds-for
maintenance, or to switch between

5 1/4", 5 1/4" quad-density,

8",

or 3 1/2" drives.

Advanced technology assares
accurate re prnd ucti 0n.
The Turbo

ll

system features three

microconpufers. One is a standard
Apple llcamputer, which handles
ope rato r ca m m and s, d i spl ays status
information, and pertorms the highspeed copying operations. lnside
the Apple, two MCS48 computers
constantly monitor and adjust
various disk drive functions. These
computers give the Turbo ll enough

"intelligence" to perform

n

umeraus

quality-control checks. Any flaws in
the blank dlskettes are found rapidly
and indicated in the display. Certain
drive malfunctions are detected and
corrected or reported to the
operator. Along with the bit-by-bit
verification, these checks make the
Turbo

ll the most accurate

sysfern

we've ever offered.

With all these features, youA
expect a $30,000 price tag.
But you'll be pleasantly surprised.
A complete Turbo llsystem, including
the Apple computer, is under
$5,600. lf disk capying is your
busrness, you can easily afford
several Turbo llsysfems instead of

just one of the expensive, hard-disk

based copiers.
lf you don't need thousands of

Thrbo

copl'es each day, there's a Turbo ll
syslem to fit your exact needs*
thanks to the Turbo ll's unique
modular design. You can start with
a two drive systern for about $2,600
(under $1,500 if you already have an
Apple ll). As your needs increase,
you can expand the Turbo ll for
greater capacity.

ll. The ideal disk cnpier for ynu.

